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**Topic:** Young Marine Uniform Regulations  
**Lesson Time:** 90-120 min.  
**Standards:**  
EO.1 – Observe uniform and personal grooming regulations.

**Objectives:**

1) Observe Young Marines Uniform Regulations.  
2) Observe the Grooming and Personal Appearance Standards.

**Essential Questions:**

1. What uniforms are the Young Marines authorized to wear?  
2. What are parts of the uniform?  
3. How do you maintain your uniform?  
4. What are grooming standards for males and females?

**Materials needed:**

YM uniforms (woodland camouflage and Service A and C), ribbons, chevrons, ruler, mirror, boots, sock bun, boot polish, iron, computer, projector, screen, necessary cables

**Activities:**

1. Introduce the topic  
2. Direct Instruction  
   - Use PPT and speaker notes to teach recruits about the YM uniform and personal grooming.  
3. Independent/Group Practice  
   - Practice preparing uniforms for inspection.  
4. Evaluation: Uniform Inspection  
   - Depending on time and adults available, conduct a uniform inspection.  
5. Reflection  
   - Have Young Marines reflect on their results from the inspection.  
   - What were my strengths?  
   - What can I improve on?  
   - Use Recruit Instructors or recruits who excelled in one area to help those who struggled in same area.

**Web links for class:**

Additional videos (optional)  
How to Blouse your Boots: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZeX1Pok638  
Removing IPs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XF_JaOAEdY  
Female Hair Care Videos:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Je-mJJqtitI  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgUHDBdUBug  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHTXvVsiQqs  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjJd5lwYFSl

**Learning Styles:**

Linguistic, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal

**Reteaching:**

Utilize PowerPoint, videos, or modeling to correct whole group misunderstandings.  
Utilize small group instruction or peer tutoring to address multiple areas of need.

**Accommodations:**

Small group instruction, individual instruction, peer tutoring, showing additional videos